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You have a wide experience in filmmaking, starting as an actress at an early age, 

but also writing, producing, directing... What are the challenges you have found 

being a woman in a masculine environment as film industry? 

The typical but serious issue is that of growing old and having less opportunities 

to get a job as an actress. Especially in Japan. When you pass thirty years old, 

most of the roles are usually like mums… you don’t get to play any cool part. 

But luckily, I’ve been lucky to work with good directors in interesting projects, 

so I didn’t suffered that much this problem. 

As a writer I can’t tell. I moved to LA about five years before. In America it seems 

easier to become a creator. People don’t question you so much being a female 

writer, actress and so. 

May it be because of a larger volume of production? 

But it could be cultural too. In Japan I’ve seen a lot of male theatre directors 

writing novels, acting, singing, and nobody questions them “hey, what’s your 

favourite thing to do?” But if I write something and get an interview as an actress, 

they always ask me “what do you want to put more weight on as a job?” I wonder 

why. Maybe is because we don’t have many actresses doing other things at the 

same time, especially directing. I started directing this last two years, only made 

two short films for now, but they were done in Los Angeles and Korea, not in 

Japan.    

Do you agree on the idea that female creators have a particular sensitivity? 

Honestly, I have not a particular way to talk about female point of view or 

something. I just want to be a creator. If that happen to be about women it’s ok, 

it’ll be great, but I don’t have a particular obsession on it. 

So you probably get uncomfortable having to face journalist and critics, as myself 

right now, questioning you that kind of “gendered” questions. 

It’s interesting, maybe a human brain thing, that they worry that much about 

gender, age and those kind of labels. Is like those mystery writers hiding their 

names with a pen name to don’t get readers to find out which sex are they are. 

I completely understand that point because we only care to tell our story in the 

best way, but when the reader or viewer knows you’re a woman then they’ll 

thing there’s something in it that comes from that supposed female sensitivity. 
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Being a Japanese with a close relation with American culture, even living and 

working there as you just have said, how you feel Japanese films are received in 

western countries. 

We have this star directors like Kurosawa and Ozu, considered masters of 

cinema from long time ago. They have huge respect from all over the world. But 

nowadays probably we have only a few names like Kawase Naomi, Kitano 

Takeshi, Miike Takashi, the other Kurosawa and Koreeda. Probably they are the 

only directors known abroad and I’m not sure if that’s enough. Besides these 

five directors, the rest are struggling to even get their projects made. Because of 

the visibility of them, people from abroad probably don’t know that. Probably 

they are thinking that Japan is a great place with great freedom to make arty 

films, which is not the case. 

Even I, despite I come back and forth and still working sometimes in Japan, I 

don’t really know many films or what’s really going on in Japanese cinema 

nowadays.  

Two of the many interesting Japanese filmmakers not really well known abroad 

are Anno Hideaki and Iwai Shunji, and you worked with them both in Shiki/Jitsu. 

How was that experience? 

That was a very unique project. It was based on my novel, I starred, we had 

really talented people involved in every part of the film from wardrobe and hair 

make… everything. Everyone was supertalented and was great. We tried to 

make something new, we didn’t want to do anything typical but explore the way 

to create new things. We almost felt it. Anno Hideaki was more an animation 

guy and Iwai was already a great director but was his first film acting. Every one 

of us felt like back in school, making new things. That kind of great feeling was 

there.  

How it all did started?  

Anno was who suggested to do it. My book wasn’t actually published yet. It was 

handwrited in a notebook and I showed it to several friends, just to get their 

opinions as it was my first novel. Then, some of my friends handed it to Anno 

and he called me up and said “I’d like to make a movie out of this! Could you 

finish it?” It even wasn’t finished!! Then he started writing the script based on 

my story while I was still finishing it up. That was interesting since we kind 

work together and then it was still unpublished at the time of the film release. 

So what we did was to put the story in the booklet of the movie, so people coming 

to the theater could read it. Amongst the audience came the owner of Kodansha, 

he read it and said “let’s publish it!” So it ended the other way around. 

We previously showed it to Studio Ghibli and they thought it was interesting 

and decided to make it their first and only live action film. 

You use all the time “we”, but one tends to figure out that being your story, 

directed by Anno, who for an already strong figure like Iwai would look like a 

rookie. Wasn’t there any fight between you three, trying to impose your own view 

on how the film should be? 

It was so much fun, we collaborated so beautifully. I think it was so challenging 

for Iwai. He mention once that directors don’t actually know how other directors 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32WdNraeZwE
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direct. They don’t get to be on set for other director’s films. Everyone has a 

different way of directing, so I guess at the beginning must have being hard for 

him to keep his mouth shut! But he had fun as the rest of us and we all did a 

good job, I think.  

I do too! You mentioned before you went once to Sitges Film Festival, was it with 

Shiki-Jitsu? There is a good window for Japanese cinema to get to Spanish fans 

there, did you feel that kind of connection? 

In fact, I wasn’t supposed to be there. The truth is that Amanda Plummer was 

invited as a jury member, and instead of bringing her producer or somebody 

else, she just decided to bring me as her company. I was just having fun. 

Watching movies and drinking every day. I like fantastic movies. And there was 

also the zombie walk! I didn’t know about that, so when I woke up in my hotel 

room and look down through the window there were a bunch of zombies 

drinking their coffee. That was so much fun! 

The previous year Tokyo! was shown in the festival, so I was recognized by many 

fans. It was enjoyable being there not as an actress but as part of the audience. 

Anyway, they ask me to get on the stage and give the award for best director 

and best screenplay writer, so I took the honor. 

But let stop talking about past projects. What is your next move? 

Well, now I’m attending very good festivals with Man from Reno. And I’ve just 

finished working for the first time in a film by Miike Takashi, which is like a 

dream come true! I’m pretty happy! 

And I would like to keep on as a director. I’ve started with two short films, but I 

would like to try with my own feature films. 

Did you take any specific course on filmmaking or are you just learning while on 

set?   

I started acting at 13, so I’ve been always on set. I would like to study technical 

stuff, but I’ve had the chance to learn a lot through direct experience so I could 

had grown in this direction too, not just like an actor. I had also had the 

opportunity to write a script for a Park Chan-wook’s short film, and I also learnt 

a lot from him and through that experience. The more I write the more I learn, 

so I hope to keep writing more and more.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TUbDzB7m5U
http://wp.me/p2t7di-aK
http://kaze-lion.com/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4042640/?ref_=nm_flmg_dr_1

